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How to Cook Delicious Lean Meats for Weight LossThis Guide Will Help You:• Learn how to
retain the moisture of your lean meat when cooking.• Discover the secrets that chefs use to
prepare lean meat and load it with so much moisture and flavor.• Cook delicious new dishes for
your diet while eating a healthy and balanced meal.What Some People Have Said About Me In
My Previous Classes:“I’ve attended 2 of his classes and all I can say is that they were definitely
the best Chicken dishes I’ve made in my life. I’ve lost a couple of pounds in the past few months
just because I learned how to make these dishes.”- Erica Heisler, student“Our family has started
getting conscious about our health and we’ve started making dishes with more lean meat. I love
the fact that we were able to have excellent tasting chicken breast without the use of artificial
ingredients.” Janine Sevilla, student"I’ve gotten consistently good at cooking moist and tasty
Chicken Breasts! Thank you! I’ve never been a good cook but I can honestly say that I’m getting
pretty good at it. “ Scott Capullo, studentA Personal Note From the AuthorCooking and weight
loss has always been a big part of my life. I’ve always enjoyed getting clients to have fun eating
healthier meals instead of simply avoiding food.You don’t have to go through a miserable
experience with food when you’re in your weight loss program. In fact, you need to enjoy your
food for your weight loss to be sustainable.In this book, I’ll show you how to cook lean meat
that’s moist and flavorful. And you don’t even have to be a good cook to do it. You’ll find different
kinds of kitchen-tested recipes ranging from beginner to the more advanced techniques. I
designed this book in such a way that you’ll not only learn the recipes but discover how to have
moist and flavorful lean meat with each cooking method.
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program.IntroductionWhen it comes to weight loss, learning how to cook lean meats is crucial.
Chicken breasts, pork tenderloin, turkey breasts, fish and other types of lean meats have always
gotten a bad rap as being tasteless, dry and boring.But it doesn’t have to be that way. Contrary
to popular belief, you don’t have to go through a diet filled with bland food just to lose weight. You
can create delicious dishes with very simple ingredients and you don’t even need to have years
of experience in cooking.Learning how to cook lean meat is a crucial skill that you need to have
regardless of the diet that you’re currently in unless you’re a vegan or vegetarian.In this book,
we’ll cover some of the basics of cooking to get you started on cooking delicious lean meats. We
have recipes for beginners as well as advanced cooks.Chapter 1 covers how to impart a lot of
flavor and moisture to lean meats. We’ll cover some of the tips and tricks that chefs use to
enhance the flavor of certain types of lean meat. We’ll also be covering some of the basics in
cooking to maximize the flavor of your recipes.Chapter 2 covers how to roast lean meats and it
gives you different recipes to try out.Chapter 3 covers stir frying and pan frying. In this chapter,
you’ll learn how to stir fry lean meats as well as some of the basics of stir frying. This chapter is
probably the most extensive part of the book. We’ll also have some recipes that you can try
out.Chapter 4 covers the different grilled lean meat recipes as well as how to get your lean meat
to retain its moisture and flavor.Chapter 6 covers the basics of poaching and steaming. Now
pretty much everyone will cringe at the thought of eating poached or steamed lean meat but
trust me when you learn how to poach, steam and braise, you’ll probably have one or two
recipes that you’d like to keep as your staple in your weight loss program.Chapter 1How to Cook
Lean meatIf it’s not treated properly, cooking lean meats can be very unforgiving. It’s not very
hard to overcook a piece of lean meat and the worse part of it is that there are a lot of
misconceptions regarding cooking in general.Here are some of the steps that you can take right
now to keep your lean meats moist and flavorful.Always make sure to give it time to rest after
cooking. Trust me it’s more than worth the wait. There’s nothing worse than having dry lean meat
because you couldn’t wait for a few minutes. Resting your lean meat allows the juices to be
redistributed throughout the meat. This helps to give you a moist lean meat.While lean meat is



quite bland when eaten alone, it is very versatile. You can experiment with different herbs and
spices to add more flavor to your lean meats. You can start off by adding a little bit of one herb
and see how well it goes with lean meat.One of the most overlooked flavors that you can add to
your lean meat is the use of different kinds of peppercorns. We’re so used to having black
pepper as our seasoning that we ignore using different peppercorns. You can use rainbow or
multi-colored peppercorns to flavor your lean meats. Another option is to use Sichuan
peppercorns.You can use different types of salt to flavor your lean meats as well. Salt is not just
salt. Different kinds of salt will give your lean meat different kinds of flavor. You can even use soy
sauce to enhance the flavor of lean meat.In this book, we’ll also be using soy sauce. In some
cases, soy sauce is superior to salt. Soy sauce not only gives your lean meat a salty flavor but it
has that hint of sweetness that you often won’t find using plain old salt.Moreover, soy sauce
helps you evenly distribute that salty flavor all over lean meat. As long as you don’t try to go
overboard with blending different kinds of cuisines when cooking lean meat, adding soy sauce
usually results in a more flavorful chicken.Speaking of flavor, you can use olives, anchovies to
add that extra depth of flavor in your recipes. These ingredients have that umami flavor. Umami
refers to the fifth taste. There’s sweet, sour, bitter, salty and then there’s umami. The reason why
MSG tastes so great is that it brings that umami flavor to your dish but you can use natural
ingredients instead.To bring that umami flavor to your lean meat, add mushroom, olives,
balsamic vinegar and even anchovies. Having that umami flavor really kicks that flavor up a
notch.Now here’s a secret that a lot of chefs use to make your lean meat moist and flavorful.You
have to brine your lean meat overnight.The salt in the brine denatures the proteins in your lean
meat and opens it up to the flavorful brining liquid that seeps into the meat. Ideally you want to
brine your lean meat in cold water overnight.Here’s a basic brine that you can use immediately.1
cup water1 tbsp. salt1 tbsp. sugar (optional)Now I know what you’re thinking, that’s a lot of salt
and sugar! Remember though that the salt and sugar are diluted with water. Think of it as a
diluted version of seasoning your meat. Trust me on this, your friends and family will love the
lean meats that you cook once you apply this basic idea.You can flavor your brine with herbs and
spices as well. You don’t have to limit yourself to the recipe above. You can brine poultry, pork
and fish.You can also marinate your lean meat to give it more flavor. The main difference
between marinating and brining is acidity. Marinades have acidic liquids while brining doesn’t.
There’s this misconception that marinating tenderizes your food. It doesn’t. Marinating simply
gets you to secrete more saliva to make you think that it’s more tender.The Secret That Chefs
Use to Boost The Flavor of Lean meatsTo boost its flavor even further, you can use lean meat
stock/broth, add a little more salt and use it as a brine for your lean meat.Ultimate Brine1 cup of
any kind of stock2 to 2 ¼ tsp. salt (to taste)1 tbsp. sugarOne of the most useful tools that you can
use when cooking any kind of meat is a meat thermometer. Having a meat thermometer is
invaluable to cooking your meat. At a certain internal temperature, lean meats will start to lose its
moisture and flavor. In general, you don’t want to go beyond 165 degrees because it will lose too
much moisture by then.In fact some chefs go to the extent of going below what the FDA



recommends and cook their lean meats with a lower internal temperature. You probably won’t
need to do this, but just remember that you can use gentle heat to get flavorful and moist lean
meats.Here are some temperature guidelines for meats:Fish 130 to 140 degrees FChicken 155
to 165 degrees FPork 140-145 degrees FThese are the temperature ranges where they will
taste the best. Make sure to check on the FDA website to figure out which range is comfortable
for you.Chapter 2 Baking/ Roasting RecipesKey Points to Roasting Your Lean meatHere are
some of the things that you need to keep in mind when you’re roasting lean meats:1.) Make sure
to brine your lean meat overnight unless you’re marinating it.This gives your lean meat a lot of
moisture and packs it with a lot of flavor. More importantly, you’re less likely to overcook your
lean meat with the extra moisture it has retained.2.) If you’re pan frying your lean meat make
sure to turn it often.This allows one side to rest while the other side cooks, which helps your lean
meat to brown without overcooking.3.) Use your meat thermometer to keep track.If lean meat,
gets too close to your target temperature a little too early, take it off the heat and let it rest for
5-10 min.4.) After cooking, make sure you rest your lean meat for at least 5 to 15 min.This allows
the juices to redistribute and keep it moist.Simple Buffalo Chicken SaladIngredients:2pcs. 8-
ounce boneless, skinless chicken breast halves¼ cup hot sauce (preferable Frank’s Hot
Sauce)2 teaspoons olive oil1/2 cup crumbled blue cheeseVegetables2 bunches Ice berg
Lettuce, cut into 1-inch strips (about 8 cups)4 celery stalks, thinly sliced2 carrots, coarsely
grated2 medium cucumberDressing2 tablespoons mayonnaise1/4 cup low fat buttermilk1/4 cup
plain fat-free yogurt1 tablespoon white vinegar3/4 teaspoon sugarSalt and freshly ground
pepperPrepPreheat your broilerCombine all of the dressing except the blue cheese
ingredients.Pound the chicken breast with a mallet until it has even thickness of about ¾
inches.Cut crosswise into ½ inch strips.Combine the chicken, hot sauce and olive oil in a bowl
and arrange in a baking sheet.CookBroil the chicken while flipping every few min. until internal
temperature reaches 160 degrees F.Toss all of the vegetable ingredients with the dressing
ingredients.Spread this all over the chicken and top with crumbled blue cheese.Basic Chicken
Cacciatore #1Ingredients:4 skinless chicken breast halves on the bone, about 2 poundsSalt and
freshly ground black pepper2 teaspoons extra virgin olive oil1 medium onion, thinly sliced1
green bell pepper, thinly sliced1/2 pound button mushrooms, thinly sliced3 cloves of garlic,
minced1/2 cup white wine
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C M Anderson, “I learned something new and found great recipes!. There are some REALLY
great recipes in here that I simply must try! Lime chicken is one of them. There are some great
salad recipes featuring the meat and beautifully tasting dressing recipes. He explains marinating
and using the brine method. There is just too much to pass up about this book.”

Ali, “Great guidance on making lean meat tasty. I've always struggled in the past with being able
to cook a tasty meal using lean meats. When you're trying to lose weight, everything just seems
bland. I really enjoyed this book which gives some great guidance on how to grill, roast or poach
lean meats whilst adding flavor and moistness to them. Tons of recipes, would highly
recommend!”

The book by Elijah Miller has a rating of  5 out of 3.1. 4 people have provided feedback.
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